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Abstract
It has long been recognized that climate risk is an important driver of
long-term poverty dynamics, especially in rural regions. We build a dynamic,
multi-generation household model of consumption, accumulation and risk man
agement that allows us to draw out the full consequences of exposure to this
risk (or vulnerability) by incorporating the long-term impacts of consumption
shortfalls (induced by the optimal “asset smoothing” coping behavior of the
vulnerable) on the human capital and long-term well-being of families. We
show that the long-term level and depth of poverty can be improved by in
corporating elements of “Vulnerability-targeted Contingent Social Protection”
into a conventional, cash transfer-based system of social protection. Such a
novel element, if publicly funded, implies less budget for other elements of so
cial protection. In an eﬀort to mediate this implied tradeoﬀ, we then explore
the degree to which vulnerable social protection beneﬁciaries may be able to at
least partially foot the bill for Vulnerability-targeted Contingent Social Protec
tion. We ﬁnd that such individuals face severe liquidity constraints and hence
are unlikely to pay the full cost of such protection. However a partial subsidy
scheme appears quite promising, and would relax the tradeoﬀs between the
competing elements of a social protection system. Finally, we explore how the
relative desirability of Vulnerability-targeted and conventional social protec
tion change as the severity of risk increases.
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of California, Davis, and a member of NBER and the Ginanni Foundation. Sarah Janzen is Assistant
Professor, Department of Economics, Montana State University.
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Introduction

Climate shocks, which reduce incomes and destroy productive assets, can drive rural
households into poverty. Climate change, which increases the frequency and intensity
of these shocks, threatens to make climate risk an ever more important contributor
to poverty dynamics. Understanding poverty dynamics c
Against this backdrop, we ask two questions concerning the design of social pro
tection programs designed to reduce poverty and facilitate upward mobility by poor
and vulnerable households:
1. How should a given social protection budget be targeted or prioritized between
the already destitute and those who are vulnerable to becoming destitute?
2. Can public budget constraints be relaxed–and impacts on poverty increased–by
having social protection targeted at the vulnerable ﬁnanced in part by private
’premium’ contributions by its beneﬁciaries?
To gain purchase on these questions, we develop a theoretical, dynamic program
ming model of a multi-generation families or ’dynasties’ that in the face of risk
allocate scarce resources between consumption and accumulation to maximize long
term family well-being. Loosely calibrated on the pastoral regions of East Africa
where climatic shocks already loom large and drive poverty, each dynasty in the
model begins with initial levels of physical assets and human capabilities or capital.
Over time, shocks can not only drive vulnerable households into long-term poverty,
it can also induce them to cut consumption and preserve physical assets in order
to avoid that fate. One novelty of the model developed here is that we allow con
sumption shortfalls (or undernutrition) to feedback and probabilistically reduce the
human and economic capabilities of the dynasty’s next generation. This feedback
further increases the impact of vulnerability on long-term poverty dynamics, raising
the stakes on addressing both current destitution and vulnerability in programs of
social protection.
Using this model, we then explore the eﬀectiveness of diﬀerent schemes of social
protection, ranging from conventional cash transfers, means-tested and targeted at
the already destitute, as well novel schemes where a fraction of a ﬁxed social pro
tection budget is spent as contingent transfers that protect the vulnerable. Our key
ﬁndings are that:
• Gauged by standard poverty metrics, targeting some of the ﬁxed social protec
tion budget at the vulnerable can over time reduce both the extent and depth
of poverty relative to a conventional cash transfer strategy;
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• However, given budget constraints, targeting the vulnerable induces a tradeoﬀ
between the short-term and the long-term well-being of the poor;
• This tradeoﬀ can be partially mitigated if the given social protection budget
is stretched by having the vulnerable privately fund a portion of the premium
load for an insurance that functions as contingent social protection;
• There are limits to the ability of the vulnerable to self-ﬁnance their own social
protection as their demand for insurance is highly price elastic as the shadow
price of liquidity is extremely high for the vulnerable; and,
• Climate change-induced increases in risk ....
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 develops the dynamic
model of dynastic decisionmaking, illustrating how coping strategies interact with
the evolution of human capital to alter the mapping between initial endowments
and long-term poverty. Section 3 then explores alternative schemes of social pro
tection, ranging from cash transfers, to vulnerability-targeted social protection to
insurance models with mixed public and private ﬁnancing of social protection. Sec
tion 4 summarizes the impact of increased risk on the design of social protection.
Finally, Section 5 concludes with thoughts on furthering the conversation on social
protection in an era of climate change-fueled increases in the number & intensity of
shocks.
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A Dynamic Model of Risk, Vulnerability & Long
term Poverty Dynamics

We begin with our core theoretical model of household intertemporal decisionmak
ing and analyze it ﬁrst under the simplifying assumption that human capital is an
endowment that is ﬁxed over time and is not inﬂuenced by a dynasty’s history of
consumption and undernutrition. While this assumption is patently unrealistic over
the longer term, it allows us ﬁx key concepts and ideas concerning risk, vulnerability
and asset smoothing.
We then generalize the model and incorporate a feedback loop between consump
tion, nutrition and the evolution of human capabilities or capital. This feedback loop
increases the probability that vulnerable households will collapse into long-term des
titution. Section 3 will then explore the implications of this feedback loop for the
design of social protection programs.
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2.1

Poverty Dynamics with Exogenous Human Capital

We model an inﬁnitely lived household dynasty d, which is comprised of a sequence
of generations g = 0, 1, 2, ... . Each generation lasts for 25 years (t = 1 − 25).
Each dynasty enjoys initial endowments of physical assets, Ad0 and human capital,
Hd0 . We will initially assume that the dynasty’s human capital is ﬁxed once and
for all. We will later relax this assumption and allow the next generation’s human
capital to evolve, in part in response to that generation’s ’early childhood’ nutritional
experience as reﬂected in the consumption levels of the prior generation.
We assume that the household dynasty manages its resources to solve the follow
ing problem:
max
c
−
→dgt

Eθ

∞ 2
25
2

u(cdgt )

g=1 t=1

subject to :
cdgt ≤ Adgt + f (Adgt , Hdgt )
h

l

γ
f (Adgt , Hdgt ) = Hdgt max[Aγdgt − F, Adgt
]

(1)

Adgt+1 = [f (Adgt , Hdgt ) + (1 − θdgt+1 )Adgt ] − cdgt
Hdgt+1 = Hd0
Adgt ≥ 0
The ﬁrst constraint restricts current consumption to cash on hand (the value of
current physical assets plus income). As shown in the second constraint, dynasties
have access to both a high and a low productivity technology (γ h > γ / ). Fixed
costs, F , associated with the high technology make it the preferred technology only
˜ Thus, households with
for households above a minimal asset threshold, denoted A.
˜
assets greater than A choose the high technology, and households below A˜ choose
the low productivity technology. Note that human capital, Hdgt , augments the total
factor productivity of both production technologies.
The third constraint is the equation of motion for physical assets. Assets are
subject to stochastic shocks (or depreciation), θit+1 ≥ 0. The shock is exogenous,
and realized for the households after decision-making in the current period (t), and
before decision-making in the next period (t + 1) occurs. Period t cash on hand that
is not consumed by the household is carried forward as period t + 1 assets.
As shown by the fourth constraint, we assume for now that the dynasties human
capital is exogenously ﬁxed at its initial level. Finally, the non-negativity restriction
on assets reﬂects the assumption that households cannot borrow. This assumption
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implies that consumption cannot be greater than current production and assets, but
it does not preclude saving for the future.
As has been analyzed by others in similar models (e.g., Buera (2009) and Carter
(2009)), the non-convexity in the production set can, but need not, generate a bi
furcation in optimal consumption and investment strategies (or what Barrett and
Carter (2013) call a multiple equilibrium poverty trap). This bifurcation happens if
˜ If they do, there will exist a critical
steady states exist both below and above A.
asset threshold where dynamically optimal behavior bifurcates, with those below the
threshold deaccumulating assets and moving towards the low steady state, and those
above it investing in an eﬀort to reach the high steady state. The former group are
often said to be caught in a poverty trap. Following Zimmerman and Carter (2003),
we label the critical asset level where behavior bifurcates as the Micawber threshold,
and denote it as AM .
Using the parameter values given in the Appendix, numerical dynamic program
ming analysis of the household problem 1 shows that multiple equilibria exist for a
range of human capital levels. The solid blue line in Figure 1 graphs the probability
that a dynasty with a ﬁxed intermediate level of human capital will end up in the
low-level, poverty trap equilibrium as a function of its initial level of physical assets,
Ad0 . [**Note that in this version of the graph, the autarchy line is hidden by the
green cash transfer line**] As can be seen, an asset level of about 16 units marks
the Micawber threshold as dynasties with initial assets below that level will, with
probability one, end up at the low level equilibrium.
The “chronic poverty map” shown in Figure 2a graphs across the full endowment
space of initial physical and human capital assets the probability that a dynasty
will end up at the low level equilibrium. The dark blue region across the top of the
ﬁgure are those asset combinations for which this probability is zero, whereas the dark
brown region across the bottom of the ﬁgure are those combinations with probability
one of the low level equilibrium. As can be seen, in this model, dynasties with initial
human capital about 1.35 units, will always escape the poverty trip, whereas those
with human capital below 1.05 never will irrespective of their initial level of physical
assets. We refer to this latter group as the chronically poor or Destitute.
Between those two critical human capital levels, dynasties are subject to multiple
equilibria, and their probability of ending up poor depends on their initial endowment
of physical assets. We label dynasties in the intermediate multi-color band as the
Vulnerable as they face a probability between zero and one of ending up in the
poverty trap.
As analyzed further by Janzen, Carter, and Ikegami (2015), a key implication of
this model is that incremental physical assets carry an extremely high shadow value
4

Figure 1: Probability of Collapse to a Low Level Equilibrium

for these vulnerable households.1 Incremental assets not only create an income ﬂow,
they also give the option of advancing to the high equilibrium in the long-run, or,
conversely, avoiding falling into a poverty trap. As discussed by these authors and
by Carter and Lybbert (2012), it is this jump in the shadow value of assets that leads
households in this asset neighborhood to smooth assets, and destabilize consumption
when hit with a shock.
While highly stylized, this model has rich implications concerning the impact of
shocks:
• Shocks Can Have Irreversible Consequences for the Vulnerable
A shock that pushes a household below the critical asset level, AM , has ir
reversible consequences as the household becomes mired in chronic poverty.
Vulnerability, as deﬁned in Figure 1 thus matters as those who fall below AM
become candidates for conventionally conceived schemes of social protection.
• Shocks Can Induce Asset Smoothing by the Vulnerable
1

Janzen, Carter, and Ikegami (2015) show the shadow value of assets is non-monotonic with
respect to assets, and, for a typical level of human capital, swells around approximately 14 asset
units.
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Figure 2: Chronic Poverty Maps
(a) Fixed Human Capital

(b) Endogenous Human Capital

While households near either steady state will tend to smooth consumption
in the spirit of the Deaton (1991) model, highly vulnerable households in the
neighborhood of AM will asset smooth when hit with a shock. In contrast,
those near the threshold drastically cut consumption in an eﬀort to preserve
capital and avoid the collapse into chronic poverty. While this coping behav
ior is understandable, it potentially has deleterious long-term consequences as
consumption doubles as investment into future human capital. We will later
explore the implications of this behavior for long-term poverty dynamics.2
In addition, as we will explore later in Section 4, climate change that increases
the severity or probability of shocks will redraw the poverty map, increasing both
destitution and vulnerability. However, before turning to the analysis of climate
change, we need to further probe the logic of asset smoothing and vulnerability.

2.2

Asset Smoothing by the Vulnerable as Intergenerational
Asset Shifting

Consistent with our theoretical model, there is an emerging body of evidence that
poorer households tend to hold on to their (modest) assets and smooth consumption
2

**May be worth saying something about single equilibrium models having somewhat similar
implications to points 3; and also if shocks are AR-1 as in Deaton**
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less eﬀectively than they might, and certainly less eﬀectively than wealthier house
holds do.3 While asset smoothing by the vulnerable thus has both theoretical and
empirical foundations, the full welfare consequences of asset smoothing are less ex
plored. Hoddinott (2006) points out, even though asset smoothing is an attempt to
preserve assets, consumption itself is an input into the formation and maintenance of
human capital, and hence “[t]he true distinction lies in households’ choices regarding
what type of capital–physical, ﬁnancial, social or human (and which human)–that
they should draw down given an income shock.” While asset smoothing strategies
may be rational, they come at the cost of immediately reduced consumption, with
potentially irreversible losses in child health and nutrition.4 . Relatedly, Jacoby and
Skouﬁas (1997) present evidence that households in rural India cope with shocks by
reducing child school attendance, although their estimates of the long-term conse
quence suggest that the overall eﬀects are modest. In short, while the logic of asset
smoothing is unassailable, it sets the stage for the intergenerational transmission of
poverty. The implications for poverty dynamics, and ultimately the design of social
protection–especially in the face of climate change–warrant attention.
While asset smoothing protects the dynasty from immediate danger of permanent
economic collapse, it may also impinge on future capabilities and human capital of the
family. To explore the longer-term implications of asset smoothing by the vulnerable,
we modify the equation of motion for human capital for inter-temporal choice model
1 as follows:
⎧
⎨Hdgt−1 ∀t = 1
Hdgt =
(z−cd(g−1)t ) 2
⎩ wHd(g−1),25 + (1 − w)H̃ − λ 5t=1 1(z > cd(g−1)t )
if t = 1
z
(2)
3

Townsend (1994), Jalan and Ravallion (1999) and Kazianga and Udry (2006) note that poor
households less eﬀectively smooth consumption than do wealthier neighbors. In later work, Hod
dinott (2006) provides evidence that in the wake of the 1994-1995 drought in Zimbabwe, richer
households sold livestock in order to maintain consumption, while poorer did not and destabilized
consumption instead. Similar evidence is found by Carter et al. (2007) (for Ethiopia) and Carter
and Lybbert (2012) (Burkina Faso). Exploiting a randomized controlled trial in Kenya, Janzen
and Carter (2014) ﬁnd evidence not only of diﬀerential asset smoothing by the poor, but also evi
dence that insurance allows the poor to improve consumption smoothing, while the impacts for the
wealthier allow them to hold on to assets that they would otherwise sell to smooth consumption.
4
The outcomes of undernutrition and malnutrition are well known. In children, these conditions
can lead to muscle wastage, stunting, increased susceptibility to illness, lower motor and cognitive
skills, slowed behavioral development, and increased morbidity and mortality (Martorell, 1999).
Those that do survive suﬀer functional disadvantages as adults, including diminished intellectual
performance, work capacity and strength (Alderman, Hoddinott, and Kinsey (2006)).
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This somewhat tortuous notation indicates that human capital within a generation is
ﬁxed at its starting value for that generation. However, when the generation changes
(and when the children of the prior generation take over as dynasty leaders), human
capital resets based on the realized capabilities of this next generation.
As shown by 2, two forces shape this human capital update. The ﬁrst term
in curly brackets is the next generation’s genetic potential expressed as a weighted
average of the parent generation’s human capital endowment and a random draw, H̃,
˜ is distributed
from the overall population capabilities distribution. Numerically, H
with expected value of 1.35. Note that this term will generate a regression to mean
genetic potential.
The second term in curly brackets is a penalty that pushes an individual below
genetic potential if she or he suﬀered consumption shortfalls (cdgt < z, where z is
the nutritional poverty line) in the ﬁrst critical ﬁve years of life. This speciﬁcation
is meant to capture the idea that undernutrition en utero and in the ﬁrst 4 years
of life can have irreversible damage on the physical and cognitive development of
the child. Note that a dynasty that avoids nutritional penalties will regress towards
mean human capital potential, E[H̃].
After replacing the ﬁxed human capital speciﬁcation in model 1 with the new hu
man capital equation of motion 2, we used the same parameter values to reanalyze
the implications of the dynasty intertemporal problem for long-term poverty dynam
ics.5 For this analysis, we assume that households ignore these long-term feedbacks
into its long-term human capital.6 Figure 2b displays the modiﬁed frontier that
evolves across the generations when human capital is nutritionally sensitive. The
color contours again mark the probability of chronic poverty as a function of the
dynasty’s initial human capital and asset endowments.
The results are quite striking. Comparing Figures 2a and 2b, we see that the
Micawber Frontier has moved to the northeast. Initial endowment positons in the
lower right of the diagram, which used to have some probability of escape from
long-term poverty have seen those prospects drop to zero. Moreover, vulnerability
has increased for a broad range of dynasties that used to be able to rely on rapid
5

The Appendix also reports the parameters needed for equation 2.
While we make this assumption for now primarily to keep the problem manageable mathe
matically, the assumption could be justiﬁed either based on lack of nutritional knowledge. Note
also that simple discounting will tend to lead the current decisionmakers to largely, but not com
pletely, ignore impacts that occur in the distant future. We leave it to future work to incorporate
nutritional awareness in this model. Note also that for the asset smoothers, choice even with full
knowledge of its long-term consequences, may be no diﬀerent than that which modeled when this
human capital feedback is ignored. For these households, failure to consumption smoothing would
mean an immediate dissent into chronic poverty as opposed to putting it oﬀ for a generation.
6
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Figure 3: Malnutrition and the Intergenerational Transmission of Chronic Poverty

accumulation and asset smoothing to insure a near certain escape from poverty.
Figure 3 allows further insight into the forces that lead undernutrition to lead to
this unfavorable redrawing of the chronic poverty map. The color contours that form
the base of this ﬁgure are those for the chronic poverty map in the case in which
human capital is treated as ﬁxed. The arrows superimposed on top of these contours
show the evolution of endowments over four generations when human capital evolves
according to 2. The base of each arrow marks the initial endowment position for a
typical dynasty, while the head of the arrow marks the position of the dynasty after
the four generations have passed. As can be seen dynasties that begin in the central
part of the endowment space and who would have had some chance of escaping long
term poverty, experience a deterioration of human capital across the generations and
become locked in at low levels of human capital and physical assets. In addition,
dynasties whose initial assets placed them in the northwest corner of the endowment
space (high human capital, but low physical capital) suﬀer a long-term deterioration
of human capabilities and end up either poor or highly vulnerable.
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Figure 4: Distribution of Initial Endowments
need to still generate this ﬁgure

3

Social Protection Tradeoﬀs: Targeting the Des
titute or the Vulnerable?

As analyzed in the prior section, undernutrition worsens the poverty map by deepen
ing the intergenerational transmission of poverty as the children and grandchildren
of initially poor and vulnerable households tend to suﬀer a long term deterioration
in their realized levels of human capital. This result is strikingly illustrated in Figure
3 where we see that after 4 generations, initially disadvantaged dynasties fall short
of their potential human capabilities, whereas initially better oﬀ dynasties oscillate
around the population potential level (set at 1.35 in our simulations).
This concern that long-term poverty sometimes deepens and perpetuates itself
by diminishing the human capital of the next generation motivated the outpouring
of conditional (and unconditional) cash transfer programs that have been largely
focussed on helping poor families invest in the nutrition, health and education of
their children. Note that at least in principle, cast transfers could help avoid the
deterioration of human capital and thereby alter poverty dynamics. The goal of this
section is to explore the impact of a stylized, means-tested, cash transfer program
on long-term poverty dynamics in a world with risk and poverty traps.
After exploring the eﬃcacy of such a program in terms of its impacts on the evo
lution of both the poverty headcount and the poverty gap, we consider the tradeoﬀs
(in terms of the core poverty measures) that are induced if a proportion of a given
social protection budget is targeted at the vulnerable rather the destitute.
To explore these social protection tradeoﬀs we analyze a stylized economy com
prised of D dynasties that are distributed with initial endowments according to the
distribution shown in Figure 4. The results reported here are not independent of the
initial endowment distribution. For example, assuming that more or less dynasties
are int he vulnerable area will of course inﬂuence the eﬃcacy of the diﬀerent social
protection schemes. The distribution assumed here is based on ... XXXX.

3.1

Poverty Dynamics under Conventional Cash Transfers

We begin by considering a stylized social protection program that oﬀers cash transfers
τdgt with the following characteristics:
• Means Tested
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Eligible households are those for whom cdgt < z, where zis the consumption
poverty line.
• Contingent Transfers
Subject to budget constraints, each household receives the transfer needed
to completely close the poverty gap–i.e., τdgt = z − cdgt . Note that under
this speciﬁcation, transfers are contingent in the sense that a dynasty that
experiences asset losses and hence lower consumption, will receive a larger
transfer from an otherwise identical dynasty. We assume that all transfers are
channeled directly into consumption and that they are not anticipated and
hence do not inﬂuence the decision to accumulation physical capital.7
• Government Budget Constraint
We assume that the government has a ﬁxed social protection budget, B, that is
initially just large enough to close the poverty gap for all destitute households.
At any point in time in which the budget becomes insuﬃcient, then we assume
that transfers are adjusted [so that all destitute dynasties receive transfers
that close an equal fraction of their poverty gap. ¡¡**MAKE SURE THIS IS
CORRECT**¿¿
More speciﬁcally, deﬁne the total social protection need at each point in time as:
D
2
(z − cdgt )1(z > cdgt )
B̃gt =
d=1

and deﬁne the available budget adequacy as:
B
.
λgt =
˜gt
B
Individual transfers are thus given by:
⎧
⎪
⎨
τdgt =
⎪
⎩

z − cdgt if λgt ≥ 1
λgt (z − cdgt ), otherwise

.

To gauge the eﬀectiveness of this and other social protection schemes, we consider
headcount and poverty gap measures deﬁned as follows:
D
2
1(z > cdgt )
Hgt =
D
d=1
7

Using a similar model, Barrett, Carter, and Ikegami (2013) analyze what happens if transfers
are anticipated.
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Figure 5: Cash Transfers Modify Poverty Map

D
1 2
(z − cdgt )1(z > ccgt )
Ggt =
DHgt d=1

Note that the poverty gap measure, Ggt , measures the average depth of poverty
across poor dynasties.
Figure 5 displays the chronic poverty map for the case of cash transfers. Com
pared to Figure 2b, we see that cash transfers have some impact on poverty dynamics
as the area of certain chronic poverty in the southeast corner of the map shrinks mod
estly. ¡¡note that our current cash transfer speciﬁcation may which works oﬀ chosen
consumption, rather than potential consumption, allows some protection for those
that invest heavily¿¿ Vulnerability, however, remains high in certain portions of the
endowment space.
Figure 6 traces the evolution of the headcount and poverty gap measures across
four generations for our stylized economy and allows us to see the aggregate impact of
these changes in the poverty map for the stylized population with initial endowments
shown in Figure 4. The solid blue line traces these measures for the autarchy case
with no social protection. The green line allows us to see the impact of the stylized
cash transfer program. As can be seen, cash transfers initially cut into the extent and
12

Figure 6: Evolution of Poverty Measures under Social Protection
(a) Headcount Poverty Measure

(b) Average Depth of Poverty

depth of poverty. However, over time, the poverty headcount measure drifts upwards
as the shocks slowly increase the number of destitute dynasties (Figure 6a). Given
the ﬁxed budget, this increase in the number of cash transfer-eligible households in
turn pushes up the average depth of poverty (Figure 6b).

3.2

Poverty Dynamics under Vulnerability-targeted Social
Protection

The underlying dynamics of the system, which steadily add individuals to the aideligible population, undercut the eﬃcacy of cash transfers scheme analyzed in Section
3.1. The pernicious eﬀects of the underlying system dynamics raises the question as
to whether there can be a more eﬀective deployment of the given social protection
budget.
In this section, we consider adding vulnerability-targeted, contingent social pro
tection transfers (VSP) into the social protection system. There are two key elements
to the VSP scheme we model here:
• Vulnerability Targeted
Issues payments to the vulnerable anytime they are hit by a shock that could
push them into chronic poverty ¡¡add detail here on how transfers work¿¿
• Triage
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Figure 7: Triage Remakes Poverty Map

Prioritizes the vulnerable over the chronically poor in that social protection
resources are triaged by ﬁrst making transfers to the vulnerable who have been
hit by shocks, and then transferring the residual social protection budget to
the already destitute.8
Figure 7 shows the impact of the triage VSP policy on the chronic poverty map. As
can be seen, it alters the map favorably relative to the straight cash transfer scenario
illustrate in Figure 5.
Returning to Figure 6, we can also see that the relative impacts of the VSPtriage scenario on aggregate poverty measures. Most evident is the intertemporal
tradeoﬀ that is evident between the two programs. While the triage policy modestly
outperforms the straight cash-transfer policy in the long-run, in the short-run, the
destitute are better oﬀ under the pure cash transfer policy. Go back to ﬁgure 1 also.
8

We are not advocating this as an optimum targeting priorities, but this assumption allows us
to explore the potential of VSP to alter poverty dynamics.
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3.3

Using Insurance Mechanisms to Reduce the Social Pro
tection Tradeoﬀ: Mixed Public-private Financing of So
cial Protection

The tradeoﬀs potentially induced by a system of VT-CSP motivate the search for
alternative ﬁnancing mechanisms that might reduce those tradeoﬀs by allowing a
given public budget to stretch further. The VSP scheme analyzed in Section 3.2
operates like a publicly funded insurance scheme: those suﬀering shocks receive
payments in the wake of a shock that drives them below the Micawber Frontier,
AM (Hit ). This observation motivates the question as to whether this kind of social
protection could be oﬀered in the form of an insurance contract that is funded in
part by beneﬁciary contributions to the insurance premium.9
Janzen, Carter, and Ikegami (2015) explore this issue using a variant of model
1 in which the household can also use its cash on hand to purchase units of index
insurance. Intuitively, we might expect the vulnerable to voluntarily purchase insur
ance as they have the most to gain. However, as shown in the top panel of Figure
8, this intuition is not correct as demand for insurance at market price drops almost
to zero for households in the neighborhood of the Micawber threshold. As Janzen,
Carter, and Ikegami (2015) detail, while it is correct that insurance is highly valu
able to vulnerable households, it is also the case that these households are the most
liquidity-constrained because incremental assets are also highly valuable (as a form of
protection) for these households. Note that these vulnerable households do begin to
purchase insurance as soon as they build up their asset stocks. In the end, the longrun prospects of vulnerable households is substantially changed by the availability
of insurance. It does not, however, completely eliminate their vulnerability.
Because the unwillingness of the vulnerable to purchase insurance is primarily
driven by liquidity constraints, it may be suspected that their demand would be
highly price elastic and sensitive to partial subsidization of insurance. The lower
panel in Figure 8 conﬁrms this intuition. When subsidies cut the cost of insurance
in half, demand by the vulnerable responds rapidly, with implied gains in reduced
vulnerable.
Building on this intuition, we consider the impact now of a mixed social protection
9

There are also questions about whether an insurance mechanism can be deisgned that resolves
the moral hazard and adverse selection problems that have historically crippled the use of insurance
amongst poor populations. Index insurance seems to oﬀer a potential soltuion to this problem (for
recent reviews, see International Fund for Agricultural Development and World Food Program
(2010), Miranda, Farrin, and Romero-Aguilar (2012) and Carter et al. (2014)), but we leave deeper
discussion of these issues to other work.
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Figure 8: Demand for Insurance as a Form of VT-CSP
(a) Market Price

(b) 50% Insurance Subsidy

Source: Janzen, Carter, and Ikegami (2015)
scheme in which ... Go back to ﬁgure 1 also.
Looking now at aggregate poverty measures in Figure 10. See that ...

4

Raising the Stakes: Poverty Dynamics and So
cial Protection in the Face of Climate Change

XXX
• Higher Risk Remakes the Chronic Poverty Map, Increasing Destitution and
Vulnerability
Increasing risk raises the boundary dividing those with and without prospects
for escaping chronic poverty. For a given asset distribution, this shift not
only increases the number of individuals trapped in chronic poverty, but also
increases the range and severity of vulnerability.

5

Conclusion

Our analysis has drawn out the full consequences of vulnerability by incorporat
ing the long-term impacts of consumption shortfalls (induced by the optimal “asset
smoothing” coping behavior of the vulnerable) on the human capital and long-term
16

Figure 9: Partial Insurance Subsidy

well-being of multi-generational family dynasties. We show that long-term level
and depth of poverty can be improved by incorporating elements of “Vulnerability
targeted Contingent Social Protection” into a national system of social protection.
Such a novel element, if publicly funded, implies less budget for other elements of
social protection. In an eﬀort to mediate this implied tradeoﬀ, we then explore the
degree to which vulnerable, but not destitute beneﬁciaries may be able to at least
partially foot the bill for Vulnerability-targeted Contingent Social Protection. We
ﬁnd that such individuals face severe liquidity constraints and hence are unlikely to
pay the full cost of such protection. However a partial subsidy scheme appears quite
promising, and would relax the tradeoﬀs between the competing elements of a social
protection system. As risk increases we ﬁne ...
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Figure 10: Evolution of Poverty Measures under Insurance

(a) Headcount Poverty Measure
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(b)
Av
er
age
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